6 Strategies to Optimize
Your ACH and Merchant
Services Account

In today’s competitive environment, accepting multiple forms of
payment can help small and midsize businesses grow and scale.
Consumers actively look for merchants who accept their preferred
currencies and payment methods, including cash, contact, contactless
credit and debit cards, ACH payments, eChecks, and mobile payments.

Customers expect in-store, in-app, and online
transactions to be fast, frictionless, and simple.
Meet and exceed their expectations by partnering with a reliable ACH
merchant services provider. Through this partnership, you offer more
payment choices at the point of sale, online, and in mobile apps,
customizing a truly personalized and seamless customer experience.
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What is ACH processing?
While many consumers use credit and debit cards, others
prefer to use Automated Clearing House (ACH) and
eChecks for one-time and recurring payments. ACH and
eCheck payments routed through the Automated Clearing
House electronic network securely credits and debits
accounts between participating financial institutions.
Financial institutions usually charge significantly lower
fees than credit card processor vendors to process this
type of transaction. In doing so, ACH processing saves
consumers and business owners money and time by
eliminating the need to manage paper checks.
Electronic checks, also known as eChecks, are digitized
checks directly debited from customer checking
accounts and moved into merchant bank accounts,
with a payment gateway processor’s assistance. These
transactions typically take about three days and involve
four steps: requesting authorization from the consumer
by the merchant, setting up their payment, finalizing this
payment, and completing the transaction.
Remote deposit capture (RDC) enables merchants to
transform paper checks into eChecks, which also process
through the Automated Clearing House (ACH). The
ACH network identifies accounts by bank routing and
account numbers. ACH processing expedites funding by
eliminating delays of paper check processing.

Finding the Right Partner
With so many service providers competing for your
business, what criteria should you look for in a
prospective ACH processing partner? A good partner
should offer competitive pricing, reliable service, and state
of the art technology and security at a minimum. These
qualities, combined with the options for customizable
solutions to meet your needs, profitable scalability as your
company grows, and dependable customer support, will
retain a healthy and sustainable business relationship.
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When researching to find a prospective processing provider
to optimize your ACH and merchant services accounts,
include evaluating these 6 essential features:
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Security

Fraud prevention tools protect your customers from data breaches, identity theft, and unauthorized
transactions. Examples of modern fraud prevention technologies include iFrame implementation, velocity
filters, BIN filtering, anti-bot measures, transparent redirect, customer account/IP blacklisting, Payment
method restrictions, tokenization, and end-to-end encryption.
A processing partner familiar with the National Automated Clearing House Association (Nacha) Operating
Rules and the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) will protect your business from
evolving attacks and threats.

Nacha
Nacha, a nonprofit organization, manages the ACH Network’s operating rules, standards,
governance, education, advocacy, and support. The ACH Network is a payment system
that securely moves money and information through the Federal Reserve and Clearing House to all U.S. financial
institutions. In 2019, the network processed 24.7 billion payments and nearly $56 trillion in value.
Nacha Operating Rules provide guidance for verifying accounts in real-time. The ability to identify possible fraudulent
transactions will protect your business from costly financial losses. These rules are routinely updated to enhance
fraud prevention and prevent losses due to delayed payments, returned and unpaid items, financial institution fees,
and customer attrition.
Nacha operating rules have required WEB Entry originators to use “commercially reasonable” fraud detection
systems. Beginning March 21, 2021, an updated rule will require these systems to verify that ACH accounts are
legitimate and ready to receive ACH debits. This rule applies to first-time customers and existing customers with new
or updated accounts.

PCI DSS
PCI DSS’s main purpose is to reduce the risk of compromising debit and credit card data.
Merchants that process card payments, store or transmit credit, debit, and prepaid card
information are required to comply with these guidelines.
Staying PCI compliant can be costly and time-consuming. Advanced security solutions and multiple operational
processes are required to stay up to date with PCI compliance and mitigate risks.
Using solutions which will help to avoid processing cardholder data and will put merchant out of scope
of PCI compliance is a great strategy for small and medium businesses, as it will transfer compliance
efforts and risk treatment activities to the processing organization.
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Expedited Funding

When looking for a processing partner, business owners list settlement speed as a high priority. Standard
funding time for credit card transactions is generally two business days; ACH transactions can take up to
three business days to appear in your merchant account.
A processor may provide next-business-day funding in situations that call for more immediate access to
funds. Expedited funding options are usually available for credit card transactions. ACH transactions may
also be expedited, depending on intervening variables such as participating financial institutions and the
merchant’s industry type, average transaction amounts, transaction volumes, daily processing, industry type,
entry class code, and risk profiles.
A processor’s ability to process ACH, eCheck, credit and debit payment cards, and RDC within a single
platform can improve settlement speeds and funding. Processors with all-in-one platforms can provide a
single-access view of your entire business network and enterprise. This can improve efficiencies and simplify
PCI compliance by making it easier to monitor your cardholder data environment while keeping sensitive data
out of your network’s scope.
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Cash Discount Programs

Processors that offer cash discount programs can help
you recoup credit card merchant processing costs.
These programs enable you to discount transactions
paid with cash or ACH payments instead of credit cards.
Eligible customers receive these discounts when they
pay for goods and services in stores, online, and within
mobile apps.
Discounting cash, debit, ACH, and eCheck transactions
provide cost savings to merchants and their customers.
These programs benefit all merchants, especially those
that pay high processing fees or process a high number
of low-ticket transactions.
While there is some confusion between cash discount
programs and surcharges, correctly implemented, cash
discount programs are legal in all 50 states. Alternatively,
surcharge program laws and restrictions are strictly
enforced and vary by state. To differentiate between the
two programs, cash discounts apply to customers who
pay with ACH payment or cash. Surcharges apply to
customers who pay an additional fee on top of a listed
price when paying with a credit card.
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Level 2 and Level 3 Credit Card Processing

Credit card transactions process into 3 classifications
Level 1 Processing: Business-to-Consumer transactions require the least amount of data beyond the
cardholder name and account number.
Level 2 Processing: Corporate card transactions used for business expenses can include restricting spending
limits by card type or denying certain goods and services purchased by the card issuers. Card issuers may
also require additional information for a Level 2 transaction to qualify for the lowest possible credit card
interchange rate.
Level 3 Processing: Purchase cards, used by large organizations and government agencies, link the
transaction to specific purchase orders and invoices. Level 3 transactions must include numerous line items
and detailed data points in qualifying for the lowest possible credit card interchange rate. Government
agencies and businesses use purchasing cards for enhanced reporting and more control over employee
purchases. The data fields in this processing level include line items in Level 2 Processing, adding other items
like product codes, item tax rate, ship from postal code, freight amount, duty amount, destination postal code,
destination country code, and more.
To receive the lowest fees, merchants need to provide Level 3 Processing. When consumers process
transactions that are missing required data elements, merchants will have a downgraded interchange level,
hence paying in the higher fee structure. A knowledgeable processing partner that offers Level 2 and 3
processing can boost approvals, reduce chargeback ratios, and minimize downgrades by ensuring that your
business and corporate card transactions qualify for the lowest possible rates.
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eCheck Verification

Verify a check at the point of sale. This powerful tool and
management strategy boosts check acceptance rates and
improves your bottom line. Frontend eCheck verification
uses APIs to communicate with financial hosts in realtime to validate the legitimacy in the originating ACH or
eCheck account before the transaction processes. This
capability stops fraudulent and error-prone transactions
before they occur, saving time and losses from returns,
representments, fees, and customer attrition.
eCheck verification confirms in seconds the validity of a
check before sending it through the ACH Network. The
service identifies errors, whether accidental or intentional,
by flagging discrepancies, which may include: Invalid
Routing Number, Invalid Account Number, Invalid Check
Number, Account Blocked, Routing Number Correct – No
Account Found, Account Closed, ACH Items Only, PBCL
Details Values are Variable, Recent Stop Payments, NSF,
Recent Returns, or High Debits, Non-Reporting Bank, Fraud
or Stolen Checks Reported and Negative Data Found.
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Payment Infrastructure

Help expand your customer choices of available payment methods when working with a seasoned
processing partner. The effective partnership should provide solutions on how to receive these payments
with a variety of solutions. With the help of a knowledgeable merchant services partner, you can accept
ACH and credit card payments your way, by seamlessly embedding payment processing into your
eCommerce website, customer relationship management (CRM), accounting software, or inventory
management system.
An ACH merchant services provider with a secure payment gateway can optimize the card-not-present
experience by enabling your customers to easily transact from their smartphones, tablets, and other
connected devices, without being redirected to a clunky checkout page.
An ACH processing partner with a mobile app option can provide an excellent experience, using mobile and
digital technologies to enable self-checkout and clerk-assisted checkouts from anywhere inside a business
or on-the-go. These iOS and Android-compatible mobile solutions facilitate secure acceptance of ACH
payments, eChecks, and credit card transactions from mobile devices, expanding your reach and delighting
your customers.
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Partnership Benefits
Technology, regulatory mandates, and security requirements are always changing in merchant services.
An effective partner will help keep your processing systems up to date, compliant, and responsive to your
evolving business requirements. Your partner can also help you leverage technologies to automate repetitive
manual tasks, enabling you to focus on high-value activities.
With an ACH merchant services partner, you will expand payment acceptance, implementing each payment
method in the most secure, compliant, and cost-effective way possible. By expanding payment choices
beyond cash, credit, and debit card products, you can cater to individual customer needs, including those who
pay by eCheck or from a demand deposit account.

iCheckGateway.com
iCheckGateway.com (ICG) offers solutions that combine ACH and credit card processing in a single intelligent
platform, backed by continuous support. Our technical team is at your service 24/7 to assist with integrations
and help you customize and personalize our platform to your needs. Our secure, PCI-compliant payment
gateway protects your customer’s sensitive data while keeping it out of the PCI scope.
ICG is U.S.-owned and operated with a heritage of payments innovation. We support ACH, debit cards, credit
cards, eChecks, and Remote Deposit Capture (RDC), with a secure payment gateway and multiple-method
processing in a single comprehensive platform. Leverage our technology suite and all-in-one merchant
services to streamline, enhance, and futureproof your business.

iCheckGateway.com
13099 Cleveland Ave, STE 510
Fort Myers, Flordia 33907
www.iCheckGateway.com

